Canterlot™ Nights
Card List

Mane Characters
10 Rainbow Dash, Hanging Out
20 Applejack, Apple Vendor
30 Pinkie Pie, Pokey Pony
40 Cheese Sandwich, Wandering Partier
50 Snips, Snipper

Friends
39 Chief Thunderhooves
11 Dr. Hooves, Just In Time
21 Boltolo, Fan Club Founder
31 Summer Sun, Waxflower
41 Daisy, Moosy Mare
51 Doc Top, Pony Pediatrician
61 Earth Pony Royal Guard, Arresting Officer
71 Fast Clip, Drill Instructor
81 Golden Harvest, Beyond Her Garden
91 Hayseed Turmp Truck, A* For Effort
101 Joe, Doughnuteer
111 Steam Roller, Juggernaught
32 Aura, Really Rambunctious
42 Cheese Sandwich, Wandering Partier
52 Purple Waters, Prismatic Poet/Musician
43 Globe Trotter, Sight Seeker

Events
99 U A Major Problem
100 U Anything I Can Do To Help?
101 U Biff! Pow!
102 U Critter StapleMed
103 U Eep!
104 U Fashion Week
105 U Furry Free-for-All
106 U Hoofwraslin'
107 U I Got a Golden Ticket!
108 U In Your Dreams
109 U Magic Duel
110 U Mane-Raising Experience
111 U Nice Moves, Kid
112 U Not on the List
113 U Nothing to Be Afraid Of
114 U Plum Tuckered Out
115 U Rock, Paper, Scissors, Shoot!
116 U ROYAL CANTERLOT VOICE
117 U Sailing Contest
118 U The Best of Friends
119 U The Brave and the Bold
120 U The Hard Way
121 U The Magic of Adventure
122 U The Sun and the Moon
123 U Thunderlap
124 U Too Much Fun
125 U Very Startling
126 U Womanhood Misfunction
127 U What's Old Is New Again
128 U You've Been Up All Night

Resources
129 C A Fiery Temper
130 C Apple Cider
131 C Bed Rest
132 B Bell Tower
133 U Canterlot Archives

Mane Characters
1a Rainbow Dash, Hanging Out (boosted)
1b Twilight Sparkle, Element of Kindness
2a Princess Celestia, Hoof Shaker (boosted)
2b Princess Luna, Princess of Night (boosted)
3a Rarity, Dressmaker (boosted)
3b Rarity, Dressmaker (start)
4a Twilight Sparkle, Foal Rock Farm
4b Private Party
5a Sooty Boutique
5b Soothe the Savage Beast
5c The High Ground
5d The Twilight
5e Train Tracks
5f Varmint Barricade
5g Vittles Stand
5h Welcome Wagon

Troublemakers
6a 800 Years of Sweating Heat
6b A Stitch in Time
6c Ancient Research
6d Applebucking Day
6e Attitude and Pizzazz!
6f Bottom of the Well
6g Cheer Up a Friend
6h Cockatrice on the Loose
6i Comforting Critters
6j Crash Course
6k Dark Dank Dungeon
6l Goof Off
6m Furrilance
6n Good Off
6o Frown Town
6p Fruit Bat Roundup
6q Greeting Lots of Folks With Clout
6r Hungry Hungry House Guest
6s Impress the Inspector
6t Lost in the Crystal Caves
6u Out of Control
6v Royal Dress Rehearsal
6w Social Obligations
6x Storming the Villain’s Lair
6y Threat Against Canterlot
6z Too Many Pinkie Pies

Events
37 Mane-Raising Experience
38 Plum Tuckered Out
39 Rock, Paper, Scissors, Shoot!
40 ROYAL CANTERLOT VOICE
41 The Brave and the Bold
42 The Sun and the Moon

Resources
43 Apple Cider
44 Chicken Costume
45 Combat Hat
46 Go, Feed!
47 I Just Can’t Decide!
48 The Twilight

Troublemakers
49 “Princess Mi Amore Cadenza”
50 Changeling Infiltrator
51 Changing Swarm
52 Changeling Swarm
53 Cheap Shot
54 Crime Spree
55 Devil May Care
56 Gumption
57 Habit Change
58 Hunger Strike
59 Island Hopping
60 Loshard
61 Me Promised
62 Mending Fences
63 More Than Meets the Eye
64 New Look
65 Old Tricks
66 Out of Time
67 Pandemonium
68 Power Play
69 Redeeming Qualities
70 Secret Agent
71 Shape Shifter
72 Show Biz
73 Sudden Change
74 Third Time’s The Charm
75 Trickster
76 Wandering Spirit
77 Wrecking Ball
78 Wooden Dummy

Troublemakers
79 In Your Dreams
80 Biff! Pow!
81 Rainbow Dash, Hanging Out (start)
82 Snips & Snails, Problem Solvers
83 Slow Down
84 Slumber Party
85 Surprise Party
86 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
87 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
88 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
89 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
90 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
91 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
92 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
93 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
94 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
95 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
96 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
97 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
98 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
99 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
100 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
101 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
102 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
103 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
104 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
105 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
106 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
107 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
108 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
109 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
110 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
111 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
112 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
113 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
114 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
115 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
116 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
117 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
118 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
119 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
120 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
121 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
122 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
123 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
124 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
125 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
126 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
127 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
128 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
129 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
130 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
131 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
132 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
133 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
134 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
135 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
136 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
137 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
138 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
139 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
140 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
141 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
142 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
143 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
144 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
145 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
146 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
147 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
148 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
149 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
150 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
151 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
152 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
153 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
154 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
155 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
156 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
157 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
158 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
159 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
160 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
161 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
162 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
163 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
164 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
165 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
166 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
167 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
168 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
169 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
170 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
171 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
172 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
173 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
174 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
175 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
176 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
177 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
178 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
179 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
180 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
181 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
182 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
183 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
184 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
185 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
186 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
187 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
188 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
189 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
190 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
191 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
192 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
193 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
194 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
195 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
196 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
197 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
198 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
199 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter
200 Twilight Sparkle, Gala Greeter

Resources
201 U Element of Kindness/Share Kindness
202 U Element of Magic/Complete Magic

Troublemakers
203 U Queen Chrysalis
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